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Announcements
Growing our team and
expanding our reach
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Global Solutions for Global Business

Strategic Partnerships for Scalable Expertise

Global businesses need global expertise and The Leslie
Group can deliver. We are proud to announce that we’ve
joined the Benefit Advisor Network (BAN) as a founding
Canadian member. BAN is a global network of 96 bestin-practice brokerages and consultancies that will enable
us to leverage international and jurisdictional expertise
and deliver global benefit solutions for our clients. We
diligenced multiple global networks and were impressed
with BAN’s breadth of expertise and global reach. They are
regarded as the premier organization in the benefits field.

The Leslie Group has entered into a strategic partnership
with HRprimed, a human resources advisory and
solutions firm. The firm is a champion of the “on-call” HR
model, providing clients with flexible solutions for core
HR functions, or augmenting existing expertise to meet
changing business needs. HRprimed’s suite of e-learning
modules covers essential workplace training and bestpractices policy programs.
Clients of The Leslie Group are eligible for preferred
partner rates on HRprimed’s on-call advisory services.
Contact your Leslie Group representative for a referral.

Do you have cross-border operations? Contact us to get
started on a streamlined cross-border solution.
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Let’s Go Expo

Guts + Glory

Our team is joining the Small Business Expo 2021 hosted
by CanadianSME Magazine. Canada’s largest gathering of
small and medium size businesses will be virtual this year,
and will feature speakers, workshops and discussions
with Canadian business leaders, industry experts and
entrepreneurs.

Every night, 6,000 Canadian youths face homelessness.
This spring we’re asking you to join us in supporting
Covenant House. Since 1982 Covenant House has helped
100,000 homeless and at-risk young people by providing
housing options, health programs, skills and training
and on-going community support. Covenant House is
Canada’s largest agency serving homeless, trafficked and
at-risk youth.

We’ll be at the Expo to share our insights on new digital
technologies that are transforming the benefits landscape
for Canadian SMEs. Follow us on LinkedIn for feature
announcements, and visit the Small Business Expo 2021
to reserve your seat.

The Guts + Glory challenge is virtual this year, and will
see teams from Toronto’s business community face-off
in a battle of the minds. Please donate and support our
team as we crush the competition to raise money for this
important cause.
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Mental Health
Productivity when feeling stressed
The COVID-19 pandemic has been shown to cause increased
stress and anxiety. According to a Statistics Canada survey,
80% of the population is experiencing additional stress related to
health, finances, changing jobs (teleworking) or job loss.
During difficult times, it can be more challenging to find the
motivation to reinvent oneself and to continue to live life well.
This can lead to avoidance situations such as: putting off a job,
task or difficult conversation until later, refraining from giving an
opinion to avoid making a mistake, procrastinating, and drinking
more than usual. It is normal to want to avoid a stressful situation.
Since the primary goal of our brain is to protect us and keep
us alive, it doesn’t know the difference between a potentially
dangerous situation, and a merely unpleasant one.
However, the more we avoid anxiety-provoking or unpleasant
situations, the more difficult it becomes to deal with them. Over
time, this will generate even more discomfort and anxiety since
the brain now identifies these as dangerous. In the long term,
regular and chronic avoidance can prevent us from doing what is
important and what corresponds to our values, diminishing our
sense of pride and accomplishment. By becoming aware of this
phenomenon, we can deal with it and decrease our adherence to
those “protective thoughts” that can be an obstacle to well-being.

Research indicates that 40% of
our well-being depends on our
actions, thoughts and attitudes.
That means we have the power
to make our lives more fulfilling.
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To feel better, we must act
Here are some strategies to reduce avoidance:
● Focus on the big picture. Determine what is important to you, thinking
about your values (family, friends, health, etc.) and reduce the task
you’re facing to one of these values.
● Don’t believe all your thoughts, challenge them.
● Accept the fact that you may feel some discomfort, but that completing
this activity or task will bring meaning to your life.
● Remember that the more you confront the things you fear, the less
anxiety you will experience and the easier it will be to do so over time.
In a context of change, it can also be difficult to motivate yourself
to accomplish tasks. If this is the case, implement one or two of the
following initiatives:
● Give yourself reminders and set time limits for completing the task.
● Write your goals or accomplishments on a calendar to motivate
yourself using visual cues.
● Divide a more daunting task into smaller, more manageable steps and
work through them gradually.
● Every activity is made up of a chain of behaviours. Focus on the first
few behaviours in the chain, and the rest will follow more easily (e.g., if
you want to go jogging more, start by committing to getting dressed for
the activity rather than thinking about the activity itself).
● Reward yourself after doing something that was unpleasant or difficult.
● Get help (e.g., try a new activity with someone you trust or ask
colleagues for help).

Lisa Aybar,
Mental Health Specialist
Dialogue
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Financial Wellness
Selecting Pension Investments Wisely
Sponsors of pension plans, defined benefit or
defined contribution, have an important role
in selecting the investments for their plans. In
a defined benefit plan, choosing investments
that outperform the plan’s target return results
in investment gains that can be used to offset
employer contributions and/or improve benefits
to members. In a defined contribution plan,
choosing investments that outperform their peer
group increases plan member account balances
and ultimately contributes to increased pension
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adequacy and/or an earlier retirement date for
these workers. It cannot be stressed enough
how important finding the best investments is to
the successful operation of a pension plan.
The Outsourced Chief Investment Officer
(OCIO) is a pension investment solution that
has gained steam over the past five years.
A simple concept, pension plan sponsors
responsible for investments delegate (outsource)
the responsibility for selecting, managing,

and monitoring the pension plan’s investment
managers. While some argue that this is another
layer of cost for plan sponsors, my view is that it
is trading the hard cost of paying the OCIO with
the hidden soft costs embedded in management’s
time used to do this work internally.
Even if an accurate time study provided
evidence that showed that an OCIO solution
was an increase in net cost compared to
internal management, this is still not a good
reason to ignore the opportunity to delegate
the investment work outside of the sponsoring
company. The reality is that the investment
opportunities of today are much greater in
number and more complex than the ‘good old
days’ and where in the past a small group of
company executives could manage a pension
fund by spending a few hours a month – the job
now requires much more time and a much more
attentive timeline.
Increasingly in the private sector, defined benefit
plans are being wound-up in favour of defined
contribution plans which has the unfortunate
consequence that fewer private sector executives
have any experience or comfort with these plans
and their investments. At the same time, as
defined contribution plans increase in size and
as defined benefit plans diminish in importance
for most active workers, it becomes easier for
executives to lower the priority and time spent on
the DB side of the pension promise.
When I meet with defined benefit plan sponsors
and administrators, I ask three questions:
First, what is your current funded position and
expected cashflow requirements in the coming

years? Second, what is your investment
policy and where are you on the road to derisking? Third, are you happy with the service
and fees from your providers? If sponsors
and administrators can’t really answer these
questions, it is a symptom that they aren’t
getting the right actuarial and investment
support. If they are open in sharing the truth
with you, it will often reveal the need for more
frequent actuarial updates or a refresh of the
investment policy.
I would suggest that every plan sponsor and
administrator think about these questions to
determine if they are on the track they intend or
if it’s time for change.

The reality is that the
investment opportunities of
today are much greater in
number and more complex
than the ‘good old days’
Joe Nunes, FSA, FCIA, ICD.D
Joseph Nunes, Co-founder and Executive Chairman
of Actuarial Solutions Inc., has practiced in the area of
pensions and retiree health plans for over 30 years.
He has experience with many types of plans including
single-employer, multi-employer, private sector,
government, unionized, non-unionized, as well as
registered and non-registered executive plans.
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Industry Updates
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Infectious Disease Emergency Leave in Ontario
extended until July 3, 2021
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Ontario
government revised certain rules of the Employment
Standards Act (ESA), 2000. These have been extended
through to July 3, 2021. Please note that while the
COVID-19 period and these new regulations ends on July
3, 2021, employees can still be eligible for the infectious
disease emergency leave if certain conditions are met and
the employee is not performing the duties of their position
for reasons related to COVID-19.

Ontario Government Re-Instatement of OHIP
Out-of-Country Travelers Program
Effective January 1, 2020, the Ontario government
eliminated OHIP’s Out-of-Country Travelers Program
with the understanding that private and employerprovided benefits plans including out of country travel
insurance would be responsible for the full amount
of claims. Effective January 1, 2021, the Ministry
of Health has re-instated the program retroactive
to January 1, 2020 with the same reimbursement
rates and coverage criteria that existed prior to its
cancellation in 2020.
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Changes in the Coverage of Pharmacy Services in
Quebec effective January 25, 2021
As of January 25, 2021, certain services (prescription
renewals, drug substitutions, etc.) will now be fully
covered by the Quebec Health Insurance Plan (RAMQ).
Quebec plan members will no longer pay a deductible
or coinsurance, regardless of the level of reimbursement
provided by the plan, for certain services. Some services
will still be entirely reimbursed by private plans (for
example, drug prescriptions for certain minor conditions).

Changes in the Coverage of Massage Therapy
Services in Quebec effective April 1, 2021
Canada Life will be revising their eligibility
requirements for massage therapist associations
and providers in Quebec effective April 1,
2021, which includes a new 1,000-hour training
requirement. The changes will ensure plan
members in Quebec have access to massage
therapy with the highest standards.
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Dental Fee Guide Increases for 2021
Insurance carriers use the information contained in the
provincial and territorial dental fee guides to establish
reasonable and customary reimbursement levels for
dental services. The following chart outlines the fee guide
increases by province effective January 1, 2021:

Carry-Forward Guidelines for Health Spending
Account Credits – Update
Due to COVID-19, the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA)
confirmed that they consider Health Care Spending
Account extensions of up to 12 months reasonable. In
addition, the CRA changed the eligible period to extend
unused credits, which now applies to credits expiring
between March 15, 2020 and March 16, 2021. Previously,
the period ended December 31, 2020.

Province*
Alberta

Increase
0%

British Columbia

3.96%

Manitoba

4.19%

Newfoundland & Labrador

5%

Northwest Territories/Nunavut

3%

Nova Scotia

3.39%

Ontario

4.60%

Prince Edward Island

2.61%

Quebec

4.20%

Saskatchewan

3.23%

Clients may apply the carry-forward rules to their Health
Care Spending Account at the end of their benefit year.

Connect with The Leslie Group

416.510.8966

*New Brunswick / Yukon are not available yet.
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